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the rise and fall of t?e for a few days in Indi::, 
and most other tropical countnes. From about 3 or 4 in 
the morning the pressure increases gradually towards 
sunrise, then more rapidly, and culminates generally 
between 9 and 10 A.M. A fall then sets in, which becomes 
rapid during the hottest hours of the day, and the pressure 
reaches its minimum generally 4 and 5 P.M. The 
pressure then increases till about 10 P.M., but in general 

1 does not attain the same height as at the corresponding 
morning hour. Lastly, a second fall brings it to a second 
minimum between 3 and 4 A.M, which, except on moun
tain peaks and at such stations as Stmla and Darj1ling, 
is, as far as my own experience goes; never so low as the 

in the large shark;; are small, here they are. of , 
immense size. . Their function is to allow of suffictent I 
w.ilter to flow in and over the gills to oxygenate the fish's 
blood; but in Selache they serve also as supports to the i 
strainers· and as so big a body mnst require a great lot of 
food, the 'in-taking> and .many, and 
might account for the gradual mcn:ase 111 the stze of t_hese 
slits until they the•r present tmmense pruporuons, 
where th· y to sub<erve both the functions of nutri
tion and circulation. The convexity of the gil i-openings 
is towards the shark's mouth, the concavuy ot these 
fringed rays is in the same direction. The edge repre
sented in the drawing as jagged-an appearance assu•ued 
in drying-is attached to the inner edge of the fl •ps 
covering the being somewhat mnre firmly I 
attached towards the central portion, which in the draw
ing is far too cartilaginous-looking. The gills are outside 
the whalebone There seems ltttle reason to 
doubt but that the free points of the fringes of the one 
row can be so erected from its g_ill ray edge as to bend 
forwards and join, and perhaps slightly tnterlace with 
those of the opposite row, and thus there would be a 
seri<s of arches of whalebone protruding into the neck 
cavity ofthe fish. When these fnnges are applied to the sur
face of the gill rays, the wa1er could flow without resi,tance. 
The , ills were quue free from in this respect 
d·rfferingfrom the gills of the Rhinodon of the Seychelles. 
Although thts is not the place to enrer into minute details, 
there is little dou"c that Dr. is wront in stating 
that the skin seems smooth the hand is passed 
from the head to the tail ; and yet though the scales are, 
as described by Dr. J. E Gray, armed with curved 
points bent in all directions, so that the skin teels rough 
each way, the hand can be ruhb<d sever.•l times more 
e·tsily from head to tail than frum rail to head, indicating 
•hat a larger number of the curved points are directed 
toward; th.., tail. 

The oil from the liver of a medium-sized Basking Shark 
is worth nearly 40/. sterling; but the difficu ·tie> and danger 
of capturmg these S'larks seem altogether to be greater 
than those attending the whale-fi;hery. The same was 
true at the Seychelles. Men engaged "t the sperm-whale 
fishery off Sr. Drnis often told me they dreadcJ to harpoon 
by mistake a Rhinodon. A whale must corne up to breathe 
or ebe choke it-elf. But rhere were stories told me of how 
a harpo'lned Rninodon, by a ligh•ning·l:ke d1ve 
exhausted the supjJiy of rop<!, which had been oCcidentally 

to the boar, dived deeper still, and so pu:led 
pirogue and crew to the bot,,•m-therc:, in of the 
harpoon in its neck and its attend .. nt incumorances, it 
was at home for a l.:ngth of time. 

ED. PERCEVAL WRIGHT 

ON THE PHY.)/CAL EXPLANATION OF THE 
INEQUALITY OF THE TWO Sc:Mf-DIUR- . 
NAL OSCiLLATIONS OF BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE 1 

,( .. 
TEE RE are, perhaps, few phenomena in the domain 

of t.-rrestrial physics which have recei<ed more 
attention than the diurnal variatiun of barometric pr"s
surt>, and on the caustS and explanation 01 which, never
theless, there is more diversity of opinion even at the. 
present day. Dove, Sabine, Herschel, Lamont, 
Kret l, Hronn, and many others have in turn tng<ged In 

discussion of this VtXed problem, and at the pre,ent 
time Mr. A Buchnn is publishmg an 
and mosc valuahk 1·eJume of the exi;rin.! data •n the 
Transactions of t'le Royal Soctdy 01 Eainjurgh as a 
prelrn11nar} to a renewed invtstiJatio ••· 

Tne ge• era! fe .. tures of the n of pressure 
are lamd,ar enough to every on.: who 11as ever observed 

afternoon minimum.1 

Thus, then, the pressure rises and falls twice in the 
twenty-four hours, attaininl!, m general, its abwlute 
maximum about 9 or 9.30 A.M., and its absolute minimum 
between 4 and 5 P.M. 

This may be taken as a genhal description of the 
phenomena as exhibited in the tropics ; but it presents 
many striking variations at di.Jerent places, and at one 
and the same place at different times ot the year. These 
variations affect-the hour at which the pressure attains 
its maximum and miniu.um values, tht: absolute ampli
tude of the oscillations, and Ja, tly, their relative ampli
tude. It is this phenomenon-the vari <tion in the rdative 
amplitude of the day ann oscillations-the probable 
physical explanation of which I have now to brmg to 
IlOtice. 

It was observed by Arago, apparently some years prior 
to 1841, that in Europe" the prux•mity of the sea has the 
effect of aiminishtnJ< the amp:itude of the intervdl during 
which the tall last-, viz., that which occurs between 
9 A.M. and 3 P.M ; " and considenng the whole pheno
menon as made up of a single and double oscillation, it 
may easily. be shown that this interval is dttermmed 
mainly by the relative amplitude of these two ef, ments. 
The latest potice on the subject is given in the following 
extract from Mr. Bulhan'.s Memorr, a copy of the first 
part of whtch (for which I am mdebted to the author) 
has reached me only wnhin the last wtek. In summmg 
up the of the midday fall of pres>ure, he 
says:-" Wh .• tever be the cause or causes on which the 
diurnal oscillatiOns of the barometer depend, the i: fluence 
of the relative dtstribution of l"nd and water in dt:ter
mining the absolute amount of the osc•llation m particular 
localities, as wdl as over extended regions, is very 
great. From the facts detdiled above, it will be seen that 
this influence gives a strong local colourin)( tu the re,ults, 
particularly along tht: coasts, and that the >ame influence 
is extensively fert over the Channtl, the Medtterranean, 
the Atlantic, and other sheets of water on the one hand; 
and the other over the inland port•ons of Great 
Britain, Europe, and the other continents ; " and farther 
on he adds ; " While, as bas been pomted our, numtiOUS 
illustrations can be adduced showing a o ,citlauon 
over the re;:ion with a high temperature and 
a dry atmosphere than with a low temp• rature and a 
rno1st the small summer osctllation on the 
coasts of the Mtditerranean and those of the Atlantic 
adjoining is m dire< t opposition to the idea that any such. 
conclusivn is gentral. For over those parts of tbe ,V!edi
terran<an and Ar•antic the tcmpuature is huttest in 
summer and the air is driest-so dry, indeed, that no rain, 
or next to none, falls ; and yet thne the arr. plitudc of the 
osc:llation now con11·acts to its annual minimum. On the 
weotern fOasts of the Atlantic, lrum the l::lahnrnas north
W<>rds to Newfoundland, the temperatur<: is at the annual 

1 maxin.um, but air is not dry, bemg [.nerally su.·pltcd 
W!lh 111• ·iSturt', and the rdinfall is gtnerous. But with 

very dtffe: ent meteorological conditi•Jns there occurs, 
tqually as tn So<tthem Europe, a dtmintshed o,ci·lation 
aurwg the sumt11er wontns tn the islat,cis and near the · 

1 Pos)ibly some coascs may furniloh an exceplion. 
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coasts of North America ; and in the south of Europe 
the oscillation reaches its annual maximum just at the 
season when the annual minimum occurs near the sea
coasts, even although the general characteristics of the 
atmosphere be substantially the same.in both cases." 

I am not at present aware whether Mr. Buchan has 
been led by these observations to any definite conclusions 
as to the physical cause of the variation he so clearly 
summarises in the passages above quoted. In the part 
of his memoir which has reached me all theoretical dis
cussion is deferred. But these passages afford such 
remarkable confirmation of an explanation at which I 
arnved some weeks since, on approaching the subject 
from an entirely different quarter, that T do not think it 
necessary to withhold longer the publication of my view. 
If Mr. Buchan's conclusions are the same as mine, the 
facts that I have to bring forward will seem to afford 
independent confirmation of that view. 

Any person glancing over a series of curves illustrating 
the diurnal rise and fall of the barometer cannot fail to 
be struck with the characteristic difference of those of 
places with a continental and those with an insular 
climate. The case of the Mediterranean described by 
Mr. Buchan seems, perhaps, to be an exception; but, as I 

1. J. ,iurnal oscil ation of baromner at L· h ;n Ladakh. 2 Do. Sq _are 3 
N. 

ratios for the mean diurnal curves of a few stations 
(chiefly Asiatic). The arcs u' u" corresponding thereto 
are also given :-

c. 

Yarkand \9 months) ... 
Leh (September) 
Lucknow (year) .. . 
Hazambagh, do .. .. 
Calcutta, do. 
Bombay, do. 
Batavia, do.. .. .. 
Square 3, Atlantic, do. 

U' I t+' I U" ti' I U•: U" 

3:) '0215 r6r 
'0517 343 gl "02$4 143 19 2 ; I 
·oz6s ,341 301 ·o355 168 53 o·75 : 
"01931349 46 '0343 145 45 o·s6 : 
·oz6s 1341 24 0391 15r 7, o·68: , 
"01 791337 17 '038$ 157 13 0'46 ; 1 
·o24o 24 7 ·o369 159 34 o 65 : t 

'0055 354 $1 '0Jl9 159 26 Ocl7 ; I 

As a general rule the more humid the station and the 
smaller the range o{ temperature, the smaller is the value 
of u', and hence it has sometimes been spoken of as the 
temperature element of the oscillations ; the double oscil
lation is superimposed on it being referred by 
Dove, Sabme, and Herschel to the varymg tension of 
water vapour, by Lamont and Broun to some solar influ· 
ence other than heat ; and by Espy and Kreil to the 
oscillation of pressure produced by heat in an elastic 
fluid expanding and contract:ng under the influence of 
gravity. To me it seems that there can hardly be a 
doubt that the last explanation is the true one, and that 
this has not been generally recognised I attribute to the 
fact that the consequences of th.e theory as a purel)' 
physical problem have never yet been traced out and 
verified by such a mass of facts as Mr. Buchan is now 
bringing together. So long as the whole phenomenon is 
not satisfactorily accounted for, some doubt may reason
ably attach to the explanation uffered of one only of its 
elements. 

My own attention was first drawn to the subject of the 
explanation which I am about to give by a paper of Mr. 
F. Chambers in the Phil. Trans. for 1873, in whtch that 
gentleman showed, as the result of an analysis of the 
diurnal variation of the winds at Bombay, that one 

shall presently show, it is an exception of such a kind as element of this variation is a double of the wind 
most strongly to confirm the rule. The accompanying oinction of such a character that the southerly com
curves are striking, perhaps extreme, examples of this ponents attain their maximum value at the epoch of the 
characteristic difference. The first is that of Leh-in- most rapid semi-diurnal rise pressure, the easterly 
Ladakh,' situated in the Indus valley (the observatory components at the epoch of maxlm'.lm, the northerly with 
being 11,538 feet above the sea), and is for the month of the most rapid fall, and the westerly with the epoch o{ 
September. The climate is characteristically dry and the r minimum. On .these facts Mr. based a sug

heat excessive, notwithstanding the elevation. gested explanatJOn of the barometnc t1des; regarding 
The curve for Yarkand and Kashgar, still further north, them as a phenomenon of static pressure; and assumed 
and only 4,ooo feet above the sea, is of similar character (as now appe<J.rs, on insufficient grounds) that the pheno
but amplitude. The second curve figured is tha( , menan in the northern hemisphere is generally of the 
for the northern half of square 3, of North Atlantic, pub- ;;arne type as at Bombay. There was indeed one feature 
lished by the London Meteorological Office. In the in his explanation, which it ;eems d1fficult to reconcile 
former the double oscillation has almost disappeared, the with mechanical laws, since he supposed air to f!Jw from 
1wcturnal fall of pressure being represenred by little both east and west tuwards a reg10n where the pressure 
more than a halt for some hours between two periods of is rising above the mean, and by its accumulation to 
rising pressure ; and nearly the whole fall of the day produce a maximum of static pressure. But apart from 
takes place between 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. In the case of this, the discovery was an important one, and since it 
the Atlantic curve the day and night oscillations are clearly showed that a regular horizontal transfer of air 
almost exactly alike, the night oscillation being only corresponded to the oscillations of pressure, it held out a 

less than that of the day. These characteristic promise that further steps in the same path might clear 
differences are perh<•ps best expressed by the ratio of up what appeared to be anomalous, and possibly lead to 
the constant coefficients U' and U" in Bes,sell's interpola- a complete explanation of the diurnal oscdlation. 
tion formula- Some time before this paper reached me, the Rev. M. 
x = M + U' sin (n 8 + u' ) + U" sin (n 2 8 + u") +, &c., Lafont had placed in my hands four years traces of a 

Secchi anemograph, erec!ed on St. Xavier's College 
since the magnitude of U' determines the inequality, and Calcutta, and these having been measured off, tabulated' 
that of U", though variable under different conditions of and reduced, I was interested to find that the diurnai 
climate, is so to a much less extent than the former term, wind variation at Calcutta showed the double diurnal 
and chieily depends on the latitude. The following are oscillation quite as distinctly, and relatively even more 
the values of U' and U" in English inches, and their prominently than that of Bombay. But one important 

' 1 his is computed from the hourly observations, rocorded during six days, difference presented itself. The north and south ekments 
by Capt. K Trotter, R.E., and of one day by Dr.]. Scully, wgecher with of the oscillation, while agreeing in epoch Wl.th thooe ot· 
six days' observations by the latter at the hours 4 and ro A.M. and P.M. 
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Bombay, were reversed in direction and taken together 
with the latter showed a tendency to a cyclonic circula
tion of the atmosphere around the Peninsula during 
falling pressure, and an anticyclonic circulation with 
rising pressure. Moreover, the east and west components 
agreed almost exactly in epoch with the north and south 
components, the result being a movement of air from the 
north-west, with falling pressure, and from the south-east 
with rising pressure. These facts, taken in conjunction 
with the positions of Bombay and Calcutta, on opposite 
sides of the Peninsula, seemed to point to the differential 
conditions of land and water being. probably concerned 
in the phenomenon. Another and not less important fact 
connecting the winds with the diurnal oscillation of the 
barometer appeared at the same time. When the wind 
variation was analysed by Bessel's method, there appeared 
an east and west oscillation of considerable magnitude, 
corresponding in · epoch with the barometric inequality 
expressed by the first periodical term of the barometric 
formula. This was easily distinguished from the oscilla
tion of the sea and land winds, since the latter is nearly 
north and south at Calcutta. At Bombay where the sun 
and land-breezes are nearly east and west, such an oscil
lation would be undistinguishable, even if it really exists. 

The east and west oscillatiOCl of diurnal period indicates 
an outflow of air to the eastward during the daytime, an 
inflow from the east during the night, and the former 
phase of it evidently corresponds to the hot winds of the 
Gangetic plain and northern India, and indeed to the 
day-winds ot the dry months of the greater part of India. 
They blow towards the sea from the eastward, only in the 
western portion of the Dakhan, Mysore, &c. This 
system of day-winds consists of an outflow of air from 
the Peninsula towards the sea on both coasts, the 
westerly direction greatly predominating. 

The next step in the inquiry was to ascertain what 
gen eral cause would operate to produce this efflux and 
influx of air; and the obvious suggestion was that it must 
consist in the differential action of the sun's heat on dry 
air and water. 

Let V be any volume of dry air at pressure P, and 
absolute temperature T, and let .,. units of heat be com
mtlnicated to it, raising its temperature from T to T + t, 
wh1le the volume remains constant. The pressure will be 
thereby increa,sed from P to P + p, wherein 

(1) 

Also 
PT 

.,. = v - __..!'. t c, 
PT 

(2) 

wherein is the density of air at the standard pressure P 
and temperature T0 , and c its specific heat at constant 
volume, compared with water as unity. 

If now the same quantity of heat .,. be employed in 
evaporating water at temperature T (the whole being con
sumed as latent heat), and filling the volume of air V with 
vapour at pressure p', the total pressure will become 
P + P', and 

T= 
p T 

where r is the hypothetical density of water vapour at 
P and T., and A. its latent heat at temperature T. Sub
stituting for r its approximate equivalent is 

p' T" .,. = V£r - - :A. (3) 
p T 

and equating (2) and (3) and eliminating common factors, 

From (1) and (4) 

Pte = p'ftA. 
p' = p '!f. 

itA. 

P:fl=P!_ .p!.E_ 
T . 

(4) 

P = P' 
Tc (5) 

which gives the ratio the increase of pressure pro
duced .by same of heat, employed in the one 
case s1mply m heatmg dry atr, and in the other in charg
ing it with vapour. At a temperature of 8o° Fahr. = 
T= 541, 

t = n6f'; 
!hat is say, a given quantity of heat is employed 
m heatmg dry mr at the temperature of 8o0 it raises its 
pressure more than seven times as much as when it 
simply charges it with vapour without altering the tempe
rature. With lower values of T the difference will be 
still greater. 

This great difference is no doubt much reduced in 
nature by the effects of radiation ; and while some evapo
mtion is effected on the land surface, there is some 
increase of temperature over the sea, but it may be 
expected that some part of this difference will manifest 
itself in the greater intensity of the forenoon pressure in 
the lower strata of the atmosphere on the land as com. 
pared with the sea, and in fine clear weather as compared 
with cloudy weather, when banks of clouds present an 
evaporating surface. With regard to this latter point, it 
has been shown by Lamont and Kreil's investigations, 
that petween clear and cloudy days, there is a difference 
of this kind, and that it is manifested not only in the 
greater magnitude of the diurnal co-efficient U', but also, 
q.lthough to a much less degree, in that of the semi
diurnal co-efficient U" of the barometric formula. Fur
ther evidence of the same kind is afforded by the values 
of these co-efficients for the several months at Calcutta. 

U' 11' U" u " 

---- ·------
'0287 

0 IS 0 

January ... ... ... I 330 '0415 I5I 34 
February ... ... ... ! '0319 327 12 '0423 146 48 
March ... ... . .. '0343 329 27 '0437 146 44 
April ... ... ... . .. '0361 336 53 '0425 146 38 
May ... ... ... .. . '0325 344 43 '0385 148 13 
June ... ... .. . .. '02I8 357 28 '0336 146 23 
july .. . ... .. . . .. '0192 2 6 '0396 ISO 30 
August ... .. . ·ozr8 0 5 '0372 144 29 
September .. . ... ... '0232 354 41 0400 IS! zs 
October .. . ... ... .. . '0234 343 12 '0393 r6o 59 
November .. . .. . ... ·o250 1337 38 '0399 164 22 
December ... ... .. . '0270 335 !8 '0411 158 55 

The driest months in Northern India being March and 
April, while July is the wettest and most cloudy. 

On Espy and Kreil's hypothesis of the cause of the 
double oscillation, there is no apparent reason why the 
evening maximum, arising from contraction and dynamic 
pressure, should be equal to the morning maximwn, 
which seems unquestionably due to the increased tension 
of the lower atmosphere in consequence of heating and 
the introduction of vapour; and any inequality will, of 
course, appear in the value of U', or of the co-efficients 
of other terms of odd periodicity. But the fact esta
blished by the anemometer that an outflow of· air from a 
heated land area takes place during the day-time, at 
once assigns a cause for the greater part of the equality, 
viz., an alteration of the static pressure. This is not an 
overflow in the upper regions of the atmosphere, but an 
outflow of the lower strata, or a tendency in that direc
tion. It does not, of course, follow that to produce a 
reduction in the mass of air over a continent there should 
be an actual motion of tl1e air outwards in 'an directions. 
The very small forces in action will be manifested even 
more in retarding in-flowing currents tha:u, in accelerating 

l 
efflux ; and it is only in very dry and highly-heated 
regions, such as India, that they produce well-marked 
diurnal surface winds, blowing outwards towards the sea; 
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winds of elastic expansion, such as are the hot winds of 
India and Australia; winds which are distinct from con
vection currents, though, it may be, coexisting with and 
accelerating them. The relations of these winds to the 
barometric tides are very marked, but it does not seem 
that the differences of tidal pressure would suffice to 
generate them, were there not a movement of the air in 
the same direction arising from more persistent differ
ences of pressure. They probably also depmd much on 
local and irregular differences of pressure. 

The air thus removed in the day-time from continental 
areas must, of course, collect over the nearest areas of 
evaporation, with the effect of diminishing the mid-day 
fall of pressure over those tracts ; and thus seems to be 
explained those apparent anomalies in the magnitude of 
the mid-day semi-oscillation of the barometer to which, 
in the passages quoted from Mr. Buchan's memoir, he 
has drawn attention, viz., in the case of the Mediterranean 
area and the Atlantic coast of North Arrierica. 

The direction in which this movement of the air takes 
place will, of course, vary with the locality, but there will 
always· be, on an average, a greater diurnal movement 
towards cast coasts than towards those facing to the west. 
This may be illustrated by the case of Calcutta and 
Bombay, and it is more extensively illustrated by the pre
dominant westerly direction of the land-winds of India, 
and the cold westerly diurnal winds 1 that blow across 
the high plains (17,ooo to 19,000 feet) of the Changchenmo 
and Rup;hu in Western Tibet. The reason is sufficiently 
obvious. As the great waves of pressure advance from 
east to west, the local barometric gradient of any place 
(in so far as it is dttermined by the diurnal oscillation) 
wi il be expressed by a tangent to the existing phase of 
the wave. During the hottest part of the day, viz., from 
9 or half-past 9 to half-past 4 or 5, this gradient (which 
is the steepest and most prolonged of the four) inclines 
to the and increases the declivity towards east 
coasts arising from the excess of pressure over the land. 
In the opposfte direction, viz., towards west coasts, it 
goes to diminish that declivity. At night the case is 
reversed. The west to east barometric gradient from 
10 P.M. to half-past 3 or 4 A.M. is in the same direction as 
that tending to produce an influx of air from the sea 
towards the laud on west coasts; this, however, is 
opposed to the land wind of the coast line, which is a 
true convection current, and arises from quite different 
causes ; and, although traceable in the wind variation at 
Bombay, it there manifests itself only by decreasing the 
velocity of the former. There are, moreover, indepen
dent grounds for the inference th a t this compensating 
in-flow chiefly affects the higher strata of the atmosphere, 
while the day wind is chiefly produced in the lower and 
more heated stratz. At Calcutta the easterly (or negative 
westerly) tendency of the wind at night is very prominently 
exhibited in the curve of diurnal variation, but although 
of lonaer duration it is at no time so intense as the 
westerly tendency in the early hours: 

In like manner may be explamed the dtfference of 
epoch of the correspoP.ding phases of the semi-diurnal 
east and west varia1ion at Calcutta and Bombay. The 
oradient of pressure, in so far as it depends on the semi
diurnal oscillation, will, of course, be to the west y;ith a 
rising pressure, to the .ea;t _with a falling pressure, 
and this normal udal gradient IS affected by the small 
difference of amplitude over land and sea, in such manner 
that its changes will be accelerated as affecting east coasts, 
and retarded as affecting west coasts. Now 1f we sup
pose that the acceleration in one case and the retar
dation in the other amount to an hour or an hour and a 
half, and that the interval between the change in the 
direction of the gradients, and their effects on the wind, 
as manifested by the anemometer, is also about an hour 

1 This I state on the authority of Dr. Cay ley, who assures me that on tht: 
high plains these afternoon winds are always from the we!->t. 

and a half, we should roughly reproduce the conditions 
shown to exist at Calcutta and Bombay respectively. 

According to this view, the local static pressure of the 
atmosphere, apart from irregular movements, is shown 
by the height of the barometer at the hours of minimum 
pressure, and the difference of these expresses the weight 
of the atmosphere removed and restored by the oscillatory 
movements chiefly between land and sea. 

I should add, in conclusion, that this communication is 
merely a resume of some of the more salient topics dis
cussed in two papers, " On the Winds of Calcutta," and 
" The Theory of Winds of Elastic Expansion," which will 
shortly be published in exte?Zso elsewhere. 

. H. F. BLANFORD 

CARBONIFEROUS LAND SHELLS 

I N a recent visit to the South Loggius, in Nova Scotia, 
in which I was assisted in the examination of the 

cliff by Mr. Albert J. Hill, Manager of the Cumberland 
Coal Mine, we found a number of well-preserved shells of 
Pupa vetusta, in the indurated clay, filling an erect sigil
laria, in a bed considerably higher than those in which 
the shell was previously known. It is nearly in the middle 
of group xxvi. of my section of the South Loggius, 222 
feet above the main coal-seam, 842 feet above the bed in 
which the species was first recognised by Sir C. Lyell and 
myself, and about 2,000 fer.t above the lowest bed in which 
I have yet found it. It thus appears that this little pul
monate continued to flourish in the carboniferous swamps, 
after its remote ancestors had been covered with 2,ooo 
feet of sediment, including many beds of coal, and nearly 
the whole thickness of the productive coal-measures. 
Conulus priscus, the only other land-snail found in this 
section, on the other hand occurs only, so far as knowv, 
in the lowest of the beds above-mentioned. Two other 
carboniferous land-shells, Pupa vermiliommsis, Bradley, 
and Meekz, Bradley, have been found in the 
coal-field of Illinois ; 'and it is worthy of remark that, 
according to Dr. P. P. Carpenter, all the four species 
belong to distinct generic or sub-generic forms, and that 
all these forms are still represented on the American 
Continent. 

On the same visit, we were so fortunate as to find 
another large sigillarium.stump, rich in reptilian remains, 
which it is hoped may, on examination, afford new specie5 
and further information on those already known. 

J. W. DAWSON 

THE BIRDS OF KERGUELEN'S LAND 1 

AS regards the publication of results achieved by the 
naturalists accompanying the recent Transit expe

dition, our American friends appear to be getting the 
start of us. While we are engaged in issuing " prelimi
nary reports," they have already arranged and classified 
their collections, and are beginning to publish their dis
coveries. The specimens of birds obtained by Dr. Kid
der, surgeon and naturalist attached to the astronomical 
party at Kerguelen's Land, or Desolation Island, have 
been placed for determination in the hands of Dr. E. Coues 
-orie of the most competent zoologists in the United 
States-and the result has been the very interesting me
moir now before us. We knew already that Kerguelen's 
Land was not an inviting place of residence for the more 
highly organised animals, and · that few birds were to be 
found there. We know now what those few are, and 
have full particulars about most of them, their lives, and 
habits. According to Dr. Coues' determination, Dr. 

I "Bulletin of the United States N a tional Museum," No, 2. 
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